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Introduction
This checklist and subsequent information 

are based on hundreds of tests we have 

run both internally and observations we 

identified in client data across many 

different industries. 

We are a research agency so everything 

we recommend will always be backed by 

testing, metrics, and data. What we have 

compiled here are the best practices to 

ensure you always get the most value out 

of every single word that hits your 

website. 

The most important concept that this 

checklist is built on is ensuring that Google 

can read, understand, and categorize your 

site exactly where you want them to 

within their vast index of over a billion 

pages on the web. 

Here we will touch on these topics via a 

simple 7-step checklist to guarantee you 

are always maximizing the value of your 

content. 

Cheers!

Robert Battle

QCKBOT
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The Posting 
Checklist
Following these simple steps will help 

maximize the impact of your SEO and 

most importantly help you drive sales!

- ReRead

- Featured Photo

- Description

- Author

- Check Views

7. Request to Index

1. URL

2. Headings

3. Internal & External Links

4. Image Alt Tags

5. Meta Description

6. User Experience

1. URL - "Short and Speci�c"
One of the biggest opportunities we see 

clients miss out on is in optimizing their 

URL to make sure Google knows exactly 

what your content is about. 

Google is just an algorithm whose job is 

to read and categorize your website 

pages and relate your content to 

keywords or entities that it has already 

identified. 

We want to make its job as easy as 

possible, and when done right – we are 

rewarded for it every time. 

Use ONLY an exact match keyword as 

your URL regardless of what your title 

or H1 on your page is.

Target Keyword: “What is SEO”

Old URL: /the-ultimate-guide-to-seo-in-2022

New URL: /what-is-seo
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2. Headings – “More Than Just Formatting”

Immediately after the URL, the next most important areas you can optimize are 

your headings. These are your HTML-tagged headings named: H1, H2, H3, and H4. 

These are important because google puts significant weight on your headings in 

understanding exactly what your page is about. We want to make sure each 

heading is curated and matches a google search question, query, or used to 

provide additional information on the heading immediately above it. Let’s look at 

each one in further detail. 

Every page should only have a single H1 and this is typically reserved for your title. 

We like to use a long-tail keyword version of your target keyword here or a 

variation of the target keyword you used in your URL. 

You will most likely have many H2s that follow your H1 – think of these as 

subcategories to your overall topic that supports your case for writing content 

about your H1 topic in the first place. We like to analyze the current ranking pages 

of our target keyword in Google to identify examples of what these should be – but 

that is covered more in our Outlining checklist. 

Finally, we have H3s and H4s these are used to further your support for your H2s. 

For example: 

Target Keyword: “What is SEO”

• H1: The Ultimate Guide to SEO in 2022

• H2: How to Create Engaging SEO First Content

• H3: Start With An Outline Based On Existing Ranking Pages

• H3: Headings Are More Than Just Formatting

• H2: Link Building and Everything You Need to Know

• H3: What are Internal Links?

• H3: What are External Links?

• H3: Top Link Outreach Methods
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Optimizing link structures could easily be an entire guide within itself so we will try to 

keep it simple here. 

What is an Internal Link?

These are contextual links from your content or blog pages to other pages on your 

website. We do this for two major reasons:

2. To allow google to read, connect, and establish relational links to information on our 

website

At Qckbot our goal is to create “Topical clusters” of information all expanding out from 

a single hard to rank for topic that we have identified via research as being pivotal for 

driving high converting valuable traffic. Think of it like mini spiderwebs all around 

major blog posts that then drive value to your most important service or product 

pages. 

For example: 

Target Keyword: “What is SEO”

1. To control the flow of traffic and direct it to our most important pages (service or 

product pages) 

• We want conversions from traffic reading our posts to meetings or sales, 

and these will happen here via our most important highest converting pages

• When done properly Google awards us for the boost in user experience and 

just as a reward for very clearly expanding on information and guiding the 

readers through all aspects of a given topic 

• Link FROM our blog: /what-is-seo

• To: /how-to-optimize-ecommerce-seo

• To: /get-started (specifically to guide traffic to fill out the form)

• Link TO our "What is SEO" blog from: 

• From: /how-to-optimize-ecommerce-seo

• From: /link-building-101

3. Internal & External Links – “Establish Credibility”
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What is an External Link?

An external link is a link from your blog to another website entirely and this is typically 

used to support conclusions or provide more information on specific topics not covered 

by you. Basically, it’s just used to cite sources. 

However, if not properly tagged via HTML as a “no follow” link you could potentially be 

endorsing a site and passing authority when it is better served not leaving your site in 

the first place. There is many discussions on if tagging these external links are 

necessary, however, for us we like to check this box just to make sure that even if it 

has a chance of decreasing the impact of your content – we are ensuring it will never 

be an issue by simply ensuring all external links are tagged as “no follow”. 

Also, important to note that citing your sources is very important for google and they 

do read these links and it helps establish credibility for your content – however you can 

easily overdo it with links. A good rule of thumb is to keep the external links to a 

cadence of about one per subheading or if necessary, a max of one per paragraph. 

Images themselves are not analyzed by Google other than the data behind the image. 

Before we go into this we need to note that we have seen a strong correlation 

between number of images in a post and ranking potential – in most cases its hard to 

argue that too many images is a negative factor. That being said, we specifically 

continue to add images to a post we it does not immediately index as we have shown 

through tests that adding more images will speed up the indexing process. 

Alt text is a key part of the information behind your image you post on the website. It 

is used to help further describe the image and really explain why its there in the first 

place. We like to also use it to target long tail keywords and further help guide google 

in the right direction for what we want to rank. 

3. Continued...

4. Image Alt Tags - "Show and Tell (Long-Tail)"
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Meta descriptions are described by Google as the text that shows up in the search 

engine itself when a ranking page is shown for a given query withing google. 

Our goal here is just to make sure it is long enough that it captures the eye of the 

searcher and that it entices them to click and read more. We like to do this by saying 

something along the lines of:

Example:

Yes, it’s a form of click bait – but you would be surprised how effective this is. Just take 

the first paragraph from your content and turn it into a value proposition and trail it off 

right before the good part. 

Afterall one of the most important signs for google to rank your content higher is if 

users pick your website out of the group on any page and click through to read your 

page. Engagement is king. 

• Meta Description: The secret to truly optimizing your SEO data and using it to 

drive profitable decisions is as easy as asking yourself this simple question, 

“What do you…

5. Meta Description – “Stand out from the crowd”
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This is a broad category but very important to ensure you check these boxes and provide your 

reader (cough Google cough) with the best possible user experience. Half of these are specifically 

for Google and the other half are just best practices for your actual readers. 

2. Featured Photo

3. Description

4. Author 

5. Check the Different Views of the Blog

1. Reread your content aloud to:

• Eliminate “Fluff” text 

• If a sentence isn’t an asset, then it’s a liability

• Be concise and respect your user’s time

• Add clarity where needed 

• Ensure headings flow properly 

• Focus on only providing facts supported by sources and not opinions (unless it is intentional)

• Make sure you have one, in most CMS platforms they call this out specifically and make sure 

you do, but when you don’t include one it’s a glaring issue

• Yes, this is different than the meta description – as this is used literally in your blog page as a 

description for your content

• Typically we just use the first paragraph or even reuse the meta description

• Main thing to look out for here is to make sure its not too long vs the other blogs as it will 

stand out on your overall blog selection page

• Make sure you set the author intentionally – extra credit if you break out an about the author 

even on the page via a small paragraph or in a separate “about us” page

• Make sure the name matches and links from the article to the author about section as Google 

is moving more and more towards ensuring that the author of articles are credible and 

solicitating expert advice

• Look us Google’s E-A-T concept for more details on this  

• The goal here is to spot any visual errors or inconsistencies in spacing, text formatting, and 

photo sizing

• All these factors play into how credible your content is in the subconscious mind of the 

reader – think of how you google and read content – if its formatted badly users will spot it 

and leave very quickly and Google sees this data

• Check this by hitting these 3 main areas:

• Live Post

• Mobile

• Blog overview page (with all blogs listed) 

6. User Experience – “Final Touches”
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If Google doesn’t see your new post and categorize it then you will not receive any benefit from it 

what so ever. You can ask Google to “index” or read your new page via the “Google Search 

Console”, and through many other tools such as the “Omega Indexer” that specifically ping your 

website through Google. 

The goal here is just to quickly tell google that your page exists and its valuable so they should 

read it and index it. The faster your page gets indexed the faster you will rank, receive qualified 

traffic, book meetings, or sell products. 

7. Request to Index – “Speed up results”
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